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ABSTRACT

The solution structure of the full-length DNA helicase minichromosome maintenance protein from Methanothermobacter

thermautotrophicus was determined by small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) data together with all-atom molecular model-

ing. The data were fit best with a dodecamer (dimer of hexamers). The 12 monomers were linked together by the B/C

domains, and the adenosine triphosphatase (AAA1) catalytic regions were found to be freely movable in the full-length

dodecamer both in the presence and absence of Mg21 and 50-meric single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). In particular, the SANS

data and molecular modeling indicate that all 12 AAA1 domains in the dodecamer lie approximately the same distance

from the axis of the molecule, but the positions of the helix–turn–helix region at the C-terminus of each monomer differ.

In addition, the A domain at the N-terminus of each monomer is tucked up next to the AAA1 domain for all 12 monomers

of the dodecamer. Finally, binding of ssDNA does not lock the AAA1 domains in any specific position, which leaves them

with the flexibility to move both for helicase function and for binding along the ssDNA.
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INTRODUCTION

The minichromosome maintenance (MCM) proteins

are the replicative helicases in archaea and eukarya

responsible for the separation of the duplex DNA in

front of the replication fork. In eukarya MCM is a family

of six different but related polypeptides (Mcm2–7), but

most archaeal species studied contain a single MCM

homologue.1–6 Although the genomes of several species

contain multiple genes encoding for MCM, only one

gene has been shown to be essential for cell viability.7,8

Similar to the eukaryotic MCM complex, the archaeal
helicase was found to utilize energy from adenosine tri-
phosphate (ATP) hydrolysis to translocate along one

strand of the DNA and displace the complementary
strand. The enzyme binds single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
and translocates in the 30–50 direction. The enzyme can
also bind and translocate along duplex DNA. However,
because the enzyme continues with the same 30–50 direc-

tionality as it progresses onto duplex DNA, it is generally
accepted that it interacts with only one strand. Also, the
MCM helicase can displace bound proteins from DNA
and unwind DNA–RNA hybrids.1–5
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Biochemical and biophysical studies suggest that the

archaeal MCM proteins form dodecameric structures in

solution—a head-to-head dimer of hexameric rings.9–11

Dodecameric structures were also suggested by the three

dimensional structure of the N-terminal part of the

enzyme.12–14 However, reconstructions from electron

microscopy images show that the protein can also form

other structures including hexamers, heptamers,

octamers, filaments, and open rings.1,2,5

Although the ability of MCM to form both hexamers

and dodecamers was first reported with the archaeal

enzymes, it was later shown that the eukaryotic MCM15

and the bacterial replicative helicase DnaB16 could form

similar structures. It is thought that these replicative heli-

cases are assembled as dodecameric rings at the origins

of replication. It is not clear, however, if the two hexam-

ers associate during DNA synthesis or if the two paired

hexamers separate and move away from each other17 to

carry out its function.

As illustrated in Figure 1(a), the archaeal MCM pro-

teins can be divided into three main parts: the N-

terminal region consisting of the A (yellow) and B/C

(blue) domains, an ATPase (AAA1) catalytic region

(purple) comprised of two domains in the center of the

molecule, and the C-terminal region, which has been

suggested to form a helix–turn–helix (HTH)

domain1,5,12 (cyan). Unstructured loop regions12

between domains A and B/C and between domains

AAA1 and HTH are shown in green. A smaller unstruc-

tured region between domains B/C and AAA1 is shown

as part of the purple AAA1 domain. The domains

defined here represent parts of the protein that are stable

in isolation.

Both the zinc finger and the b-hairpin in domain B/C

have been shown to participate in DNA binding.12,18

The unstructured loop connecting the A domain to the

B/C domain contains 19-residues. Consequently, the A

domain can show major movement relative to the B/C

domains.14,19 Biochemical and mutational analyses sug-

gest that the flexibility of domain A is required for it to

play a role in regulating helicase activity.20,21 Mutational

analysis suggests that the B/C domain also drives the

multimer (dodecamer) formation.21–24 In addition, the

B/C domain contains a loop that was shown to play a

role in communication between the N-terminal DNA

binding site and the AAA1 region.25,26

Neither the crystal nor solution structures of the

dodecameric MCM have been reported. However, a

4.35Å-resolution crystal structure of the near-full-length

monomer of the MCM protein from Sulfolobus solfatari-

cus (ssoMCM) that is missing 6 N-terminal and 85 C-

terminal residues has been determined.27 This structure

shows that the AAA1 catalytic domain is folded into

two distinct domains; together, the two domains contain

all the conserved motifs found in other members of the

AAA1 family of ATPases.28 The C-terminal part of

ssoMCM was suggested to fold into an HTH domain,29

although it was not seen clearly in the X-ray structure of

the monomer.27 Biochemical studies suggested that the

HTH might play a regulatory role, since its removal

results in increased helicase activity in vitro.30

Given the lack of structural information for full-length

dodecameric MCM, the solution structures of the MCM

protein from Methanothermobacter thermautotrophicus

(mtMCM) in the presence and absence of DNA were

determined using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS).

The SANS data described below show that the MCM

protein forms dodecamers in solution, consistent with

the results from other biophysical methods. For structure

modeling purposes, a mtMCM dodecamer molecule was

built from the X-ray crystal structure coordinates of the

N-terminal mtMCM monomer12 and from the coordi-

nates of the near-full-length monomer of ssoMCM,27 as

described in Materials and Methods, using the full-length

mtMCM sequence shown in Figure 1(b), with colors cor-

responding to the domains and the unstructured regions

shown in Figure 1(a). Ensembles of energetically relevant

all-atom model structures were generated from this start-

ing model structure using a Monte Carlo method that

treats each of the unstructured loops of the 12 mono-

mers independently.14,31

Comparing the SANS curves calculated for the ensem-

ble of model structures with the experimental data

revealed that large conformational changes can occur at

each unstructured loop region that is shown in Figure 1.

In accordance with previous SANS14 and EM studies,19

the calculated SANS curves show great sensitivity to the

Figure 1
(a) Linear structure for full-length mtMCM, showing the N-terminal
part that includes domain A, shown in yellow, and domain B/C shown

in blue, the ATPase (AAA1) catalytic region, shown in purple, and the
C-terminal HTH motif, shown in cyan. Unstructured loop regions

between domains A and B/C and between domains AAA1 and HTH

are shown in green. A smaller unstructured region between domains B/
C and AAA1 is shown as part of domain AAA1 in purple. (b) Full-

length mtMCM sequence with the domains and unstructured loop
regions shown in the colors corresponding to those in (a).
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positions of the A domains. The movement of domain A

(the domain push mechanism) was suggested to play an

important role in the regulation of MCM function.20,30

In the present study, the data also suggest a large move-

ment of the AAA1 catalytic domain occurs relative to

the rest of the molecule. In addition, binding of ssDNA

to the dodecamer does not lock the AAA1 domains in

any position, which leaves them with the flexibility to

move both for helicase function and for binding along

the ssDNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS*

Protein expression, purification, and sample
preparation for SANS analysis

Full-length (residues 1–666) wild-type mtMCM was

overexpressed in Echerichia coli BL21(DE3) pLysS cells

(Novagen Biosciences, San Diego, CA) for 16 h in an

autoinduction medium consisting of 1% (w/v) tryptone,

0.5% (w/v) yeast extract, 0.33% (w/v) (NH4)2SO4, 0.68%

(w/v) KH2PO4, 0.71% (w/v) Na2HPO4, 0.05% (w/v) glu-

cose, 0.2% (w/v) a-lactose, and 0.015% (w/v) MgSO4.

The proteins were purified on a Ni-NTA column (GE

Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) as previously described.19

The purified proteins, eluted in D2O, were dialyzed twice

(10 mL into 100 mL) against D2O-based SANS buffer

consisting of 20 mmol L21 (mM) Tris–HCl (pH 7.4),

100 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM dithiothreitol, and

5% (v/v) glycerol. Buffers for the mtMCM/DNA complex

also contained 2 mM MgCl2. Since the glycerol did not

contain deuterium, the buffer was equivalent to a � 95%

(v/v) D2O buffer without glycerol. The proteins were

stored at 4 �C, and SANS measurements were started

within 24 h after dialysis. The mtMCM dodecameric

protein concentration was found to be 1.74 mg mL21

(molecular mass � 920 kDa, 1.9 lM) by Bradford (Bio-

Rad, Hercules, CA) assay with bovine serum albumin as

the standard. Prior to the SANS measurements, the sam-

ple was clarified using centrifugation to remove fila-

ments19,23 that form at all concentrations. Thus, the

final protein concentration is likely lower than that

measured prior to centrifugation. To the sample contain-

ing mtMCM/DNA complex, 50-mer ssDNA (50 nt; 50-
GGGACGCGTCGGCCTGGCACGTCGGCCGCTGCGGC

CAGGCACCCGATGGC-30) in D2O was added to a final

concentration of 0.08 mg mL21 (molecular mass � 17.5

kDa, 4.6 lM). This concentration represents greater than

twofold molar excess in DNA over protein. The dissocia-

tion constant of ssDNA from mtMCM, Kd 5 130 nM,25

makes it essentially certain that at least one ssDNA mole-

cule will be bound to each mtMCM molecule in solu-

tion. A 95% D2O buffer sample containing 50-mer

ssDNA at approximately 0.1 mg mL21 was also prepared

to confirm that free DNA in solution does not contribute

significantly to the scattering, even if none of the DNA

were bound to MCM in solution.

Two samples were prepared for SANS measurements:

1, mtMCM without Mg21 or DNA (–DNA) and 2,

mtMCM with Mg21 and 50-mer ssDNA (1DNA).

SANS measurements

SANS measurements were performed on the 30-meter

SANS instruments32 at the National Institute of Stand-

ards and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron

Research (NCNR) in Gaithersburg, MD. The neutron

wavelength, k, was 5 Å, with a wavelength spread, Dk/k,

of 0.15. Scattered neutrons were detected with a 64 cm

3 64 cm two-dimensional position-sensitive detector

with 128 3 128 pixels at a resolution of 0.5 cm pixel21.

The data were reduced using the IGOR program with

SANS macroroutines developed at the NCNR.33 Raw

counts were corrected for empty-cell counts, ambient

room background counts, and nonuniform detector pixel

response. Data were placed on an absolute scale relative

to the concurrently measured incident beam flux. Finally,

the data were radially averaged to produce scattered

intensity, I(q) versus q curves, where q 5 4p sin(h)/k,

and 2h is the scattering angle. Sample-to-detector distan-

ces of 10.0 m and 2.0 m were used in order to cover the

range 0.007 Å21 � q � 0.2 Å21. The scattering inten-

sities from the samples were then further corrected for

buffer scattering and incoherent scattering from hydro-

gen in the samples.

Initial data analysis was performed using the Guinier

approximation, IðqÞ � Ið0Þexpð2q2R2
g=3Þ; on the low-

q portions of the data to obtain initial values for the

radius of gyration, Rg, and the forward scattering inten-

sity, I(0), of the samples. This analysis is valid only in

the region where qRg �1. Standard Kratky analysis was

performed on each data set by plotting I(q)�q2 versus q

to get a qualitative idea of the degree of protein fold-

ing.34 Both the Guinier and Kratky analyses were per-

formed using the NCNR IGOR SANS macroroutines.33

Distance distribution functions, P(r) versus r, were calcu-

lated using the program GNOM35 using the full q-range

of the data. A range of maximum distance values, Dmax,

was explored in order to determine its effect on the cal-

culated P(r) versus r curves.

Structure modeling

The structure for the mtMCM dodecamer molecule

was built from the X-ray crystal structure coordinates of

*Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are iden-

tified in this paper to foster understanding. Such identification does

not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Insti-

tute of Standards and Technology nor does imply that the materials

or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the

purpose.
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the N-terminal mtMCM monomer (PDB accession num-

ber 1LTL),12 which contains residues 5–243 of the

mtMCM sequence, and from the coordinates of the

near-full-length monomer of ssoMCM (PDB accession

number 3F9V),27 which contains residues 7–601 of the

ssoMCM sequence. The full-length sequence of mtMCM

contains 666 residues and ssoMCM contains 686 resi-

dues. The N-terminal part of mtMCM (1LTL) was

aligned with that of ssoMCM (3F9V) using PHYRE2.36

Making use of the coordinates of the catalytic region of

ssoMCM, the catalytic region of mtMCM was then

added to 1LTL using the program PSFGEN, which is

part of the NAMD37 software suite.

HHPRED38 was used to find the best-matched homolo-

gous structure for the HTH region of mtMCM (residues

600–666). A model structure for the HTH region of

mtMCM was built from the resulting best-aligned struc-

ture, which was from a H1 histone (PDB accession number

1UHM).39 This region was positioned close enough to the

catalytic domain to accommodate the linker residues 580–

599, which were added using PSFGEN. The full mtMCM

monomer was built by adding the final unstructured

region consisting of residues 1–4 to the N-terminus using

PSFGEN. The resultant full monomer structure was energy

minimized for 5000 steps using NAMD, first constraining

all but the linker region between domains AAA1 and

HTH (residues 580–599) and then a second time with no

constraints. The resultant structure was subjected to a 10

ps dynamics run using NAMD to confirm the integrity of

the starting structure.

Finally, the initial mtMCM double hexamer structures

were built by positioning the N-terminal part of the full

mtMCM monomer in the same locations as those of the

N-terminal mtMCM dodecamer model structure (1LTL).

The resultant dodecamer structures were energy mini-

mized for 5000 steps and then subjected to a 10 ps dynam-

ics run using NAMD. Two different starting dodecamer

structures were built in this manner: one in which the

HTH region was positioned inward such that the ends of

the hole in the center of the dodecamer were obstructed

(closed starting structure) and a second in which the HTH

region was positioned outward so that the hole was unob-

structed (open starting structure). These structures are

shown in Figure 2(a,b), respectively, with the domain col-

ors corresponding to those shown in Figure 1.

The Complex Monte Carlo module of SASSIE31 was

used to generate ensembles of structures from these two

starting structures for comparison to SANS data.

Accepted (nonoverlapping) configurations were generated

by sampling backbone dihedral angles using Charmm-22

Figure 2
Starting structures for the full-length mtMCM dodecamer that were used for Monte Carlo modeling. The domains and unstructured regions are

colored as in Figure 1. (a) The closed starting structure in which the HTH region was positioned inward such that the ends of the hole in the cen-

ter of the dodecamer were obstructed. (b) The open starting structure in which the HTH region was positioned outward so that the central hole
was unobstructed. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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all-atom protein force-field parameters.40 The new con-

figuration was checked for overlap of basis atoms, which

were chosen as a-carbon atoms in this case. If the over-

lap distance between basis atoms was �3Å, the new

structure was accepted. Accepted configurations for each

starting structure were energy minimized using NAMD.

SANS profiles were calculated from the ensembles using

the program Xtal2Sas41,42 within SASSIE and the calcu-

lated data (model SANS curves) were compared to the

experimental data and scored for quality using the v2

equation, v25 1
ðN21Þ

P
q
ðIexpðqÞ2IcalcðqÞÞ2

rexpðqÞ2
; where Iexp(q) is

the experimentally determined SANS intensity curve,

Icalc(q) is the calculated intensity curve from the model

structure and rexp(q) is the q-dependent error of the

Iexp(q) values. The sum was taken over N 5 60 data points.

Examination of a plot of v2 versus Rg provides an idea

of how well the individual structures generated from

each starting structure fit the data as well as which start-

ing structure produces the overall best fits to the data.

The best-fit (lowest v2) and worst fit (highest v2) model

SANS curves are noted for each case, along with the

average model SANS curve from the entire ensemble of

accepted structures. These curves were plotted along with

the experimental SANS data to aid in the visualization of

the quality of the fits to the data. Surface plots represent-

ing the extreme positions within the total configuration

space examined by all of the accepted structures were

generated and compared to that representing the best-fit

family of structures in each case. The best-fit family of

structures was chosen based on those giving the lowest

�10% of the v2 values for each series. (This cutoff was

chosen arbitrarily based on the shape of the v2 vs. Rg

curves and used to analyze the results further.) These

structures were energy minimized using the program

NAMD37 and compared to the data a second time to

insure that the results were the same.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

SANS data

The SANS data obtained for the two different mtMCM

samples are shown on a log(I) versus log(q) scale in

Figure 3. SANS data for the (–DNA) sample are shown

in Figure 3(a) and the corresponding data the (1DNA)

sample are represented in Figure 3(b). Guinier fits to the

(–DNA) and the (1DNA) resulted in Rg values of (89.0

6 2.6) Å and (93.0 6 2.5) Å, respectively. I(0) values

were (0.57 6 0.01) cm21 for both, and Kratky plots

confirmed that both have compact structures. The Guin-

ier and Kratky plots can be found in Figures S1 and S2,

respectively, in the Supporting Information.

The distance distribution functions, P(r) versus r, were

calculated from the SANS data keeping in mind that the

positions of the HTH regions are not fixed because of the

flexibility of the unstructured loop between the AAA1 and

HTH regions. Thus, the maximum possible distance

between two points in the molecule, Dmax, is not the same

for each molecule in the solution. To encompass the possi-

ble maxima, Dmax values of 250 Å, 275 Å, and 300 Å were

used in separate calculations, and the resultant Rg and I(0)

values are shown in Table I. The Rg values vary from 83 Å

to 94 Å depending on the choice of Dmax. The P(r) versus r

Figure 3
Log(I) versus log(q) plots of the SANS data from (a) the (–DNA) sample and (b) the (1DNA) sample. Error bars represent plus and minus the

combined standard uncertainty of the data collection.
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curves from both the (–DNA) and (1DNA) data, using a

Dmax value of 275 Å, are shown in Figure 4. The peaks in

Figure 4 occur at slightly different distances, and the curves

show the greatest differences between them for distances

between 125 Å and 200 Å. These differences are independent

of the choice of Dmax, as illustrated in Figure S3 in the Sup-

porting Information, where the P(r) versus r curves for all

three values of Dmax are shown. Taken together, the distance

distribution and Guinier results suggest that the (1DNA)

sample has a slightly higher Rg value than the (–DNA) sam-

ple and that the molecule exhibits some variation in the

structures between the length scales of 125 Å and 200 Å.

Because the SANS data are on an absolute scale, the I(0)

values are related to the molecular mass of the molecule.

The predicted I(0) value of the (–DNA) sample at 1.74 mg

mL21 in 95% D2O buffer is 1.15 cm21, assuming a molecu-

lar mass of 920 kDA as calculated directly from the full-

length sequence. It is more difficult to predict the I(0) value

of the (1DNA) sample since the MCM:DNA stoichiometry

is not known. The average I(0) value for the (–DNA) sam-

ple of 0.56 6 0.02 cm21 from Table I suggests a concentra-

tion of 0.85 6 0.03 mg mL21. It is likely that the

concentration of the measured mtMCM samples were

closer to this value due to the loss of some sample as a result

of the formation of filaments,19,23 which were removed

during the centrifugation step prior to the SANS measure-

ments. Thus, I(0) is not a reliable means of corroborating

the integrity of the mtMCM sample. A similar result was

obtained during the structural studies of the N-terminal

part of the enzyme.14 In this case, the integrity of the

(2DNA) and (1DNA) samples was corroborated by direct

comparison of experimental data with model SANS curves

of both single hexamer and dodecamer mtMCM complexes,

since the predicted I(0) values for the single hexamer are

approximately that of the measured values for both samples.

The single hexamer was immediately ruled out since Rg val-

ues for those structures were in the 40–45 Å range, which is

much smaller than the Rg values listed in Table I, and the

model SANS curves were very poor fits to the SANS data.

Finding the mtMCM structures best fitting
the SANS data

Allowing flexibility between the A and B/C and between
the AAA1 and HTH domains

The two different starting structures shown in Figure

2(a,b) were used to generate subsequent structures for

comparison to the SANS data. The closed starting struc-

ture in Figure 2(a) has the HTH regions positioned

inward such that the hole in the center of the dodecamer

is obstructed, whereas the open starting structure in Fig-

ure 2(b) has the HTH regions positioned outward so

that the central hole is unobstructed. The Monte Carlo

simulation only allowed variation in the backbone dihe-

dral angles of residues 89–108 between the A and B/C

domains and residues 580–600 between the AAA1 and

HTH domains. These are the unstructured loop regions

that are shown in green in Figures 1 and 2. The varia-

tions were made independently for each monomer in the

full dodecamer structure.

A total of 1732 accepted structures (as defined in

Materials and Methods) were generated from the closed

starting structure, and 2980 accepted structures were

generated from the open starting structure. Rg was calcu-

lated for each accepted structure, along with a model

SANS curve. Each model SANS curve was compared to

the SANS data from the (–DNA) and (1DNA) samples

and the overall quality of the fit to the experimental

data, v2, was determined. The resultant v2 versus Rg plot

for the (–DNA) sample is shown in Figure 5. The v2 ver-

sus Rg plot for the (1DNA) sample is similar and is not

shown. In the graph, each black square represents a

member of the ensemble of structures generated from

the closed starting structure. The yellow square shows

the closed starting structure position. The blue circles are

from the ensemble of structures generated from the open

starting structure, which is represented by the yellow

Table I
Distance Distribution, P(r) Versus r, Parameters

Sample Rg (�) I(0) cm21 Dmax (�)

(–DNA) 83 6 1 0.54 6 0.01 250
88 6 1 0.56 6 0.01 275
92 6 1 0.58 6 0.01 300

(1DNA) 85 6 1 0.52 6 0.01 250
88 6 1 0.54 6 0.01 275
94 6 1 0.56 6 0.01 300

Figure 4
P(r) versus r, for the (–DNA) sample (solid circles) and the (1DNA)
sample (open circles). The curves have been scaled such that P(r)max 5

1. A Dmax value of 275 Å was used to obtain these curves. Additional

P(r) versus r curves obtained using different values of Dmax can be
found in the Supporting Information.
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circle. The generated structures all have Rg values less

than 80 Å, and there is no clear minimum in the v2 ver-

sus Rg plots.

Figure 6 shows the (–DNA) SANS data along with the

SANS curves for the best-fit models from both the open and

closed starting structures. The v2 value for the best-fit curve

derived from the open starting structure is 2.6 while that for

the best-fit curve derived from the closed starting structure is

5.1. The corresponding plot for the (1DNA) sample is simi-

lar and is not shown. However, a comparison of the best-fit

model SANS curves to those calculated from the original

open and closed starting structures can be found for both the

(–DNA) and (1DNA) samples in Figure S4.

The best-fit model SANS curves in Figure 6 fit the

data better below q 5 0.065 Å21 than those from the

original starting structures. However, they do not have

the same shape as the data below q 5 0.065 Å21, and, in

addition, the location of the subsidiary maxima at q >
0.065 Å21 do not match that of the data. The worst

match occurs for the closed structure (green curve in

Fig. 6). Furthermore, the Rg values from the model

SANS curves are several Å smaller than those obtained

from Guinier and P(r) analysis of the SANS data.

The lack of agreement between the Rg values obtained

from the experimental SANS curves and those calculated

from the best-fit model structures, the mismatch in posi-

tions of the subsidiary maxima between the experimental

and the model SANS curves, and the absence of a mini-

mum in the v2 versus Rg graphs all indicate that allowing

only the N-terminal and C-terminal unstructured loops

to vary during the model generating process is not suffi-

cient to obtain structures that fit the SANS data. Rather,

further flexibility must be allowed in the Monte Carlo

simulations.

Allowing flexibility between the A and B/C, between the
B/C and AAA1, and between the AAA1 and HTH domains

To approach structures that better fit the SANS data,

the backbone dihedral angles of residues 244–246

between the B/C and AAA1 domains in the original

open starting structure were allowed to energetically

sample different conformations, in addition to those of

residues 89–108 between the A and B/C domains and

residues 580–600 between the AAA1 and HTH domains.

The same sampling strategy was used simultaneously for

each monomer in the dodecamer in order to generate

1077 symmetric structures with the AAA1 catalytic

region further away from the center of the dodecamer.

These structures are represented in Figure S5(a) by a sur-

face plot representing the total configuration space exam-

ined by all 1077 accepted structures in the ensemble.

Figure S5(b) shows the (–DNA) SANS data along with

the best-fit model SANS curve. The corresponding best-

fit (v2 5 1.7, Rg 5 80.9 Å), energy-minimized symmetric

structure [inset, Fig. S5(b)] then was used as the

improved starting structure for further modeling.

Figure 6
SANS data for the (–DNA) sample along with best-fit model SANS

curves generated from the closed starting structure (green solid line)
and from the open starting structure (blue solid line). The correspond-

ing best-fit structures are shown as insets. Error bars on the data repre-
sent plus and minus the combined standard uncertainty of the data

collection. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 5
v2 versus Rg plots for the (–DNA) sample for the 1732 structures gener-
ated from the closed starting structure (black squares) and for the 2980

structures generated from the open starting structure (blue circles). The
value for the closed starting structure is shown by the yellow square

and for the open starting structure by the yellow circle. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlineli-

brary.com.]
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An additional 10,892 accepted structures were gener-

ated from this improved symmetric starting structure,

allowing residues 89–108, 244–246, and 580–600 to vary

independently for each monomer in the dodecamer. Fig-

ure 7(a) shows the v2 versus Rg plot for the (–DNA)

sample for the ensembles of structures generated from

the original closed and original open starting structures

(black squares and blue circles, respectively, from Fig. 5)

as well as from the ensemble of 10,892 structures

generated from the improved starting structure (gray

triangles). A clear minimum in the v2 versus Rg plot can

now be seen. Figure 7(b) shows the above mentioned

gray triangles, along with the 1391 best-fit structures

with v2 � 1.4 (red symbols), which represent �10% of

the structures with the lowest v2 values. The yellow trian-

gle indicates the improved symmetric starting structure

[Fig. S5(b), inset].

The same information contained in the v2 versus Rg

plots in Figure 7(b) is illustrated in another way in Fig-

ure 7(c) using surface plots to represent configuration

space. The surface plot representing the configuration

space sampled by the entire ensemble of 10,892 struc-

tures generated from the improved starting structure,

gray triangles in Figure 7(b), is shown in transparent

gray. The configuration surface plot for the ensemble of

1391 best-fit structures with v2 � 1.4, which corresponds

to the structures represented by the red symbols in Fig-

ure 7(b), is shown in red.

The best-fit (v2 5 1.1, Rg 5 81.0 Å) and worst-fit (v2

5 4.3, Rg 5 84.7 Å) individual model structures from

the entire ensemble of 10,892 structures are shown in

Figure S6 in the Supporting Information for comparison.

The AAA1 catalytic domains in both structures show

large movements with respect to their positions in the

original starting structures shown in Figure 4. The

unstructured loop regions linking the AAA1 and HTH

regions (residues 580–600) are in positions resembling

those in the original open starting structure. A similar

Figure 7.

Figure 7
(a) v2 versus Rg plot for the (–DNA) sample for the ensembles of struc-
tures generated from the original closed and open starting structures

(black squares and blue circles, respectively, from Fig. 5) and the mini-
mized improved starting structure with the more open AAA1 catalytic

region (gray triangles). (b) v2 versus Rg plot for the ensemble of struc-
tures generated from the minimized improved starting structure (gray

triangles), along with the 1391 best-fit structures with v2 � 1.4 (red

symbols). The yellow triangle represents the minimized improved start-
ing structure. (c) Surface plots representing the configuration space

sampled by the entire ensemble of 10,892 structures generated from the
improved starting structure (transparent gray), along with that for the

ensemble of 1391 best-fit structures to the (–DNA) data with v2 � 1.4
(opaque red). The former surface plot corresponds to the structures

represented by the gray triangles in (b) and the latter corresponds those

represented by the red symbols in the same panel. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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result was obtained for the (1DNA) sample (data not

shown).

To further analyze the two structure ensembles repre-

sented in Figure 7(b,c), the SANS curves for the (–DNA)

and (1DNA) samples are compared in Figure S7 to the

model SANS curves from the best-fit and worst-fit struc-

tures to the experimental data as well as the average

SANS curve for each ensemble. For the smaller best-fit

ensemble [red symbols in Fig. 7(b) or red surface in Fig.

7(c)], all three curves fit the data equally well. This indi-

cates that not only is each individual structure in this

ensemble a good representation of the SANS data, but

also the entire ensemble of best-fit structures would

reproduce the measured SANS curve.

The best-fit structure ensembles found for both the (–

DNA) and (1DNA) samples can be compared visually

using the configuration surface plots in Figure S8. It is

apparent that the full extent of configuration space

sampled is similar for both ensembles. So, while the

Guinier analysis suggests that the (1DNA) structure has

a slightly higher Rg value than the (–DNA) structure, the

corresponding structural differences suggested by the

P(r) analysis cannot be localized to a particular region or

regions of the dodecamer.

To illustrate the significantly better agreement with the

SANS data that was obtained with the additional flexibil-

ity of residues 244–246, Figure 8 shows the best-fit

model SANS curves for the (–DNA) sample generated

from the original open starting structure (solid green

line) together with that from the improved symmetric

starting structure that has the more open AAA1

domains (solid blue line). Their corresponding model

structures are seen as insets. The best-fit structure from

the improved starting structure has a larger Rg value

(81.0 Å) than that for the best-fit structure generated

from the original open starting structure (78.6 Å). By

allowing the AAA1 domains to move away from the

center of the molecule, structures with larger Rg values

were generated that were better fits to the SANS data. A

similar result was obtained for the (1DNA) sample

(data not shown).

Furthermore, the flexible linker near the N-terminal of

each monomer (residues 89–108) is less extended in the

best-fit structure obtained from the improved starting

structure. Although this linker region is free to vary

independently for each monomer in the dodecamer, the

best-fit structures to the (–DNA) SANS data all show

this linker folded such that domain A (residues 1–88) is

tucked closely to the AAA1 domain. Figure 9 compares

the best-fit structure with the overall lowest v2 value

directly to the original open starting structure. While the

former structure [Fig. 9(a)] shows the AAA1 domains

(magenta) positioned outward from the center of the

molecule and in close proximity to the A domains (yel-

low), the latter structure [Fig. 9(b)] shows the AAA1

domains closer to the center of the molecule and the A

Figure 8
Log(I) versus log(q) plots of the SANS data from the (–DNA) sample,

along with the best-fit model SANS curves generated from the original

open starting structure (solid green line) and from the improved sym-
metric starting structure with the more open AAA1 domains (solid

blue line). The corresponding best-fit structures are shown as insets.
Error bars represent plus and minus the combined standard uncertainty

of the data collection. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 9
(a) Best-fit model structure to the SANS data from the (–DNA) sample

generated from the improved symmetric starting structure [inset, Fig.
S5(b)]. (b) Original symmetric open starting structure [Fig. 2(b)].

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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domains folded down and inward toward the midline

between the two hexamers. As a result, the locations of

the A and AAA1 domains appear to be important for

the model structures to produce scattering consistent

with the SANS data. A similar result was found for the

(1DNA) sample (data not shown). This result is consist-

ent with the domain-push model,12,20 which suggests

that movement of domain A is necessary for mtMCM

function. The flexibility of the loose connection of

domains A to B/C appears to be necessary to facilitate

the domain A motion.

CONCLUSIONS

SANS was used to measure the solution structure of

the full-length mtMCM in the presence and absence of

50-meric ssDNA. The SANS data showed that the MCM

protein forms dodecamers and that the DNA-bound

sample has a higher Rg than the sample without DNA.

Comparison of the calculated model SANS curves to the

data revealed that the best-fit structures to the SANS

data were those in which the positions of the AAA1 cat-

alytic domains were tilted away from the center of the

molecule and those of domain A were tucked closely to

the AAA1 domain. Surface plots representing the total

configuration space examined by the best-fit ensembles

of structures of both samples were equivalent. Therefore,

the differences in Rg and P(r) between the two samples

cannot be localized to any particular region of the MCM

dodecamer. Nevertheless, the data fitting and modeling

show that ssDNA does not induce a fixed structure to

the AAA1 catalytic domains. This motion leaves them

with the flexibility to move both for function and for

binding along the ssDNA.
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